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RelyOn Nutec to acquire an interest in Thomson Bridge
RelyOn Nutec expands into High Voltage (HV) electrical training and consultancy to
further strengthen its world leading position within renewable energy training services
by acquiring an interest in Thomson Bridge (TB). TB is Australia’s leading provider of
electrical skills and safety training for the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI). This
initiative assembles a team of Safety, Electrical and Education practitioners that will
operate internationally for our clients who build, own and operate critical
infrastructure for the Energy Transition. Furthermore, the acquisition gives RelyOn
Nutec a footprint in the attractive Australian market.
Torben Harring, CEO RelyOn Nutec said “This transaction is an excellent fit for us as
part of our strategy to introduce HV electrical training and consultancy across global
markets. Thomson Bridge provides an entry into Australia’s renewable generation
industry, and the broader ESI, during this pivotal time of energy transition, and,
utilising the RelyOn Nutec footprint, we will expand Thomson Bridge’s electrical
services to the rest of the world”.
Lisa Parkinson, MD Thomson Bridge added “We are delighted to be partnering with an
organisation that has a similar commercial ethos and modern approach to education,
using the best technologies and experience around the world. The combined business
will be very well positioned to capitalise on the current and future market trends and
to continue to accelerate growth. This will allow us to provide a wider portfolio of
services using RelyOn Nutec’s platforms and will introduce our electrical training to its
global markets.”
RelyOn Nutec’s CEO Torben Harring and Paul Robins, Director of Renewable Energy,
who recently joined RelyOn Nutec from Vestas, will be joining the Thomson Bridge
board. The Thomson Bridge board already includes solid commercial experience with
Managing Director Lisa Parkinson; Chairman Greg Embleton, a board member of
companies transitioning to Europe, who has strong technical, commercial, growth,
transformation experience; and Stuart Hansford with experience in learning and
development in mining, aviation and energy sectors.
About RelyOn Nutec
RelyOn Nutec delivers safety, compliance and competence services and solutions
across the world. Through 30+ facilities, RelyOn Nutec helps clients protect their
people, assets and the environment. RelyOn Nutec has a deep history going back over
50 years and leads, through the intelligent application of the latest technology, the
energy sector as well as other safety critical industries.
RelyOn Nutec is leading the safety and technical training field and has a broad range
of innovative digital services, including digital learning, adaptive learning, simulation
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technology and a market-leading suite of SaaS applications. To learn more, visit:
www.relyonnutec.com
About Thomson Bridge
Thomson Bridge is helping organisations meet the demands of the energy transition.
We provide ESI training and electrical consulting services, develop essential electrical
skills, safety leadership and compliance services across renewable and thermal
generation, transmission, distribution and rail networks, infrastructure, HV operations,
control room and the power grid interface.
Thomson Bridge is committed to quality training and uses its quality management
system and, internal and external auditing, to ensure compliance. We hold
certifications for Quality Management ISO9001; Global Wind Organisation for Basic
Safety and Advanced Rescue training and is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO
40754). To learn more, visit: www.thomsonbridge.com

For further questions, please contact:
Torben Harring, CEO RelyOn Nutec, +45 23 60 04 79 or
Lisa Parkinson, Managing Director Thomson Bridge, +61 417 766 890
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